In linear regression models, a fusion of the coefficients is used to identify the predictors having similar relationships with the response. This is called variable fusion. This paper presents a novel variable fusion method in terms of Bayesian linear regression models. We focus on hierarchical Bayesian models based on a spike-and-slab prior approach. A spike-and-slab prior is designed to perform variable fusion. To obtain estimates of parameters, we develop a Gibbs sampler for the parameters. Simulation studies and a real data analysis show that our proposed method has better performances than previous methods.
Introduction
In recent years, because of the rapid development of computer hardware and systems, various varieties of data are being observed and recorded in genomics, medical science, finance, and many other fields of science. Linear regression is a fundamental statistical method for extracting useful information from the datasets. In linear regression models, a fusion of the coefficients is used to identify predictors having similar relationships with the response. This is called variable fusion (Land and Friedman, 1996) . Many researches for variable fusion have been done until now. For example, we refer to Tibshirani et al. (2005) ; Tibshirani and Wang (2007) ; Bondell and Reich (2008) ; Kim et al. (2009) ; Tibshirani and Taylor (2011) ; Ma and Huang (2017) . In addition, there exist a lot of researches about variable fusion beyond linear regression (Hocking et al., 2011; Danaher et al., 2014; Molstad and Rothman, 2019; Price et al., 2019; Dondelinger et al., 2020) .
Variable fusion is usually obtained via regularization, which is regarded as a frequentist approach. By modifying a regularization term that performs variable selection (e.g., the lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) ), variable fusion is achieved: the fused lasso (Tibshirani et al., 2005) , the OSCAR (Bondell and Reich, 2008) , the clustered lasso (She, 2010) , and so on. On the other hand, many Bayesian variable selection methods have been proposed until now. The Bayesian approaches are based on a prior that induces variable selection: the Laplace prior (Williams, 1995; Park and Casella, 2008) , the normalexponential-gamma (NEG) prior (Griffin and Brown, 2005) , the horseshoe prior (Carvalho et al., 2010) , the Dirichlet-Laplace prior (Bhattacharya et al., 2015) , the spike-and-slab prior (George and McCulloch, 1993; Ishwaran and Rao, 2005; Frühwirth-Schnatter and Wagner, 2011) . Among these methods, the Bayesian fused lasso (Kyung et al., 2010) and the Bayesian fused lasso via the NEG prior (Shimamura et al., 2019) have presented a prior that induces variable fusion. However, in spite of the fact that the spike-and-slab prior shows great potential for variable selection, there are few researches about a prior that brings on variable fusion.
In this paper, we propose a variable fusion method that is based on a spike-and-slab prior approach. We use a Dirac spike prior (Frühwirth-Schnatter and Wagner, 2011 ) and a g-slab prior (Zellner, 1986 ) as a spikeand-slab prior. The spike-and-slab prior is designed to perform variable fusion. We take hierarchical Bayesian models based on the spike-and-slab prior. To obtain estimates of parameters, we develop a Gibbs sampler for the parameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe Bayesian linear regression and Bayesian variable selection via spike-and-slab priors. In Section 3 we propose a prior that perform variable fusion in the framework of spike-and-slab priors, and then we build a Bayesian linear regression model based on the prior. In addition, a Gibbs sampling method is developed to obtain estimates of the parameters. In Section 4, Monte Carlo simulations and a real data analysis are conducted to examine the performance of our proposed method and to compare it with previous methods.
Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Bayesian variable selection via spike-and-slab priors

Bayesian linear regression
We consider a linear regression model without intercept as follows:
where y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) T is a vector of the response variable, X = (x (1) , . . . , x (p) ) is a design matrix of the predictors, β = (β 1 , . . . , β p ) T is the coefficients to be estimated, and ε = (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) T is a vector of errors with mean vector zero and variance-covariance matrix σ 2 I n .
Here, x (j) = (x 1j , . . . , x nj ) T , σ 2 is an error variance, and I n is an n×n identity matrix. In addition, we assume the response is centered around the mean and the predictors are standardized as follows:
x 2 ij = n, (j = 1, . . . , p).
We assume that the error vector ε is distributed as N n (0 n , σ 2 I n ), where 0 n is an n-dimensional vector whose elements are all zeros. Then, the likelihood is given by
where x i = (x i1 , . . . , x ip ) and
Henceforth, the likelihood p(y|X; β, σ 2 ) can be denoted as p(y|β, σ 2 ) for simplicity.
A Bayesian linear regression model is formed by the likelihood and priors of parameters β and σ 2 . As a prior of the parameter β, a conjugated prior
is usually assumed. Here, b 0 and B 0 are hyper-parameters. Also, we usually assume an inverse Gamma distribution or a uniform distribution for a prior of the parameter σ 2 . Although it is difficult to obtain posteriors of the parameters β and σ 2 from the likelihood (2) and the prior (3), we can obtain full conditional posteriors of the parameters. Using a Gibbs sampler from the full conditional posteriors, we can infer the parameters.
Spike-and-slab priors
The prior (3) for the β does not induce variable selection. Many researchers have studied priors to perform variable selection as mentioned in Section 1. Among the priors, we focus on the spike-and-slab prior by
where p slab (·) is a slab prior, p spike (·) is a spike prior, ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ p ) is a latent indicator variable that takes zero or one, and β ξ is a vector comprising those elements of β where ξ j = 1. The j-th parameter β j belongs to the slab prior when ξ j = 1, while the j-th parameter β j belongs to the spike prior when ξ j = 0. The spike prior, which concentrates its mass at values close to zero, encourages variable selection, which means that a value of the corresponding coefficient turns out to be zero. On the other hand, the slab prior has its mass spread over a wide range of possible values for the coefficients.
As the slab prior, we usually assume a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector b 0,ξ and variance-covariance matrix σ 2 B 0,ξ . Specifically, three types of slab priors are widely used as follows:
• The independence slab (i-slab): b 0,ξ = 0 p 0 and B 0,ξ = cI p 0 ,
where c, g, and b are hyper-parameters with a positive value, p 0 = p j=1 ξ j , X ξ is the design matrix consisting of columns of X corresponding to those coefficients which are allocated to slab prior. Note that the g-slab is the Zellner's g-prior introduced in Zellner (1986) and the f-slab is the fractional prior introduced in O' Hagan (1995) .
There exist two types of spike priors: a Dirac spike and an absolute continuous spike. The Dirac spike has been proposed by Frühwirth-Schnatter and Wagner (2011) . It can be specified as p spike (β j |ξ j ) = ∆ 0 (β j ), where ∆ 0 (·) is a Dirac measure defined by
The Dirac spike can set the corresponding coefficients to be exactly zero.
For the absolute continuous spike, we refer to George and McCulloch (1993) ; Rao (2003, 2005) .
To obtain a Gibbs sampler from the likelihood (2) with the prior (4), we impose a prior for latent indicator variables ξ j hierarchically in the form
where ω is a probability of ξ j = 1, Beta(·, ·) is the beta distribution, and a ω and b ω are hyper-parameters with a positive value. When we adopt the Dirac spike for the spike prior and impose an uninformative prior p(σ 2 ) = 1/σ 2 on σ 2 , we can derive full conditional posteriors of the parameters as follows. A full conditional posterior of ξ j is given by
where ξ −j denotes the vector consisting of all elements of ξ except ξ j , and p(y|ξ) is given by
Full conditional posteriors of other parameters are then given as follows:
where IG(·, ·) is an inverse Gamma distribution and b ξ = B ξ X T ξ y.
Proposed method
We propose a Bayesian linear regression with variable fusion. Our proposed method is based on spike-and-slab priors that induce to fuse adjacent coefficients in linear regression models. First, we introduce spike-and-slab priors that perform variable fusion, and then derive a Bayesian model based on the priors. A Gibbs sampler is also provided to estimate the parameters.
Fusing adjacent coefficients by spike-and-slab priors
We consider the linear regression model (1) and the likelihood (2). Let a vector γ be differences between adjacent elements of β, which means γ j = β j+1 − β j (j = 1, . . . , p − 1). We assume that γ follows a spike-and-slab prior
where δ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ p−1 ) is latent indicator variables having zero or one, and γ δ is comprised by elements of γ whose subjects are corresponding to subjects such that δ j = 1. The prior (5) indicates that when δ j = 0, the corresponding γ j is allocated to the spike component. The other elements of γ with δ j = 1 are allocated to the slab component. We adopt the Dirac spike as the spike prior and the g-slab prior, because Malsiner-Walli and Wagner (2011) have shown that the Dirac spike combined with g-slab has the best performance among five types of spike-andslab priors with respect to encouraging sparsity through various simulations. Therefore, we set p spike (γ j |δ j ) = ∆ 0 (γ j ). This means that when δ j = 0, the corresponding γ j is set to zero, which means β j+1 = β j . Also, we set
Before specifying the variance-covariance matrix H 0,δ in p slab (γ δ |δ), we need to define β δ and specify the prior of β δ . We define an n × p 1 matrix X δ whose columns are composed by x (j) + x (j+1) for the set {j|δ j = 0} and x (j) for the set {j|δ j = 1}. Let β δ be a vector which denotes elements of β corresponding to X δ . Furthermore, we assume the g-prior for β δ in the form
with a positive value. By using the variance-covariance matrix B 0,δ , we can obtain a detailed formulation of the variance-covariance matrix H 0,δ . We set the (i, j)-th element of B 0,δ into z ij (i, j = 1, . . . , p 1 + 1) and that of H 0,δ into α ij (i, j = 1, . . . , p 1 ). Then α ij is written by
According to the aforementioned procedure, we can specify the slab prior
By specifying the priors for δ j similar with Section 2.2 and an uninformative prior p(σ 2 ) = 1/σ 2 on σ 2 , the proposed Bayesian hierarchical model is given by
With this prior adopted, our proposed method can separate coefficients β into several groups. All coefficients in the same group will be set to equal with each other, and their value will be estimated after the grouping.
Full conditional posteriors
It is feasible to infer posteriors by using the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method: the model parameters (δ, ω, σ 2 , β) are sampled from their full conditional posteriors.
In building the Gibbs sampler of the parameters, it is essential to draw δ from the marginal posterior
where p(y|δ) is the marginal likelihood of the linear regression model with X δ . This marginal likelihood can be derived analytically as
Here, H δ and s c are, respectively, given by
. Thus the full conditional posterior of δ j is given by
where δ −j is the vector consisting of all elements of δ except δ j .
In addition, the full conditional posteriors of (ω, σ 2 , β δ ) are given by
All details about the full conditional posteriors mentioned above are given in Appendix A.
Computational algorithm
With the full conditional posteriors, we can carry out to estimate the parameters by the Gibbs sampling. The algorithm for our proposed method based on the Gibbs sampling is as follows:
Step 1. Sample (δ, σ 2 ) from the posterior p(δ|y)p(σ 2 |y, δ).
(a) Sample each element δ j of the indicator vector δ separately from p(δ j = 1|δ −j , y) given as
Note that elements of δ are updated in a random permutation order. (b) Sample the error variance σ 2 from IG(n/2, s c ).
Step
Numerical studies
In this section, we show the effectiveness of our proposed method and compare with previous methods through Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, we apply our proposed method into comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) array data to evaluate the performance.
Monte Carlo simulation
We simulated data with sample size n and the number of predictors p from the true model
where β * is the p-dimensional true coefficient vector, X is the n × p design matrix, ε is an error vector distributed as N n (0 n , σ 2 I n ). Besides, x (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) was generated from a multivariate normal distribution N p (0 p , Σ). Let Σ ij be the (i, j)-th element of Σ. We set Σ ij = 1 when i = j while Σ ij = ρ when i = j. We considered ρ = 0, 0.5. We simulated 100 datasets with different observations n = 50, 100, 200. We considered six cases which are given by
We used a ω = b ω = 1, which are included in the prior for the hyperparameter ω. We set the value of the hyper-parameter g in the variancecovariance matrix B 0,δ to the sample size n, because the model selection based on Bayes factors is consistent for the g-prior with g = n (Fernandez et al., 2001) . For each data set, MCMC was run for 10,000 iterations with 2,000 draws as burn-in. The parameters were estimated by their posterior means. Figure 1 shows estimated probabilities of δ j = 1 (j = 1, . . . , 19) during 100 simulations with Case 1 (n=200, ρ = 0.5). This actually shows that our proposed method identifies true groups of the coefficients. We observe that the probabilities of δ 1 = 1, δ 2 = 1, δ 3 = 1, and δ 4 = 1 are almost 0%, which means β 1 = β 2 = β 3 = β 4 = β 5 . They are actually in the same group. The probability of δ 5 = 1 is almost 100%, which means β 5 = β 6 . They are actually not in the same group. From the same reason, we observe that β 6 , β 7 , β 8 , β 9 , and β 10 are in the same group, and β 11 , β 12 , β 13 , β 14 , and β 15 are in the same group, β 16 , β 17 , β 18 , β 19 , and β 20 are in the same group. This leads to the fact that the estimated coefficients are correctly grouped.
We compared our proposed method with the fused lasso (FL), the Bayesian lasso (BFL), and the Bayesian fused lasso via the NEG prior (BFNEG). For FL, GFL, and NEG, we omit the lasso penalty term, which performs variable selection, because we only focus on evaluating to identify true groups of coefficients. The regularization parameter in the fusion penalty term was selected by the extended Bayesian information criterion (EBIC), which was introduced in Chen and Chen (2008) . FL can be implemented in the penalized package of R. BFL and BFNEG can be implemented in the neggfl package of R, which is available from https://github.com/ksmstg/neggfl. First, we compared the accuracy of prediction using the mean squared error (MSE) and prediction squared error (PSE) given by
whereβ (k) is the estimated coefficients with k-th dataset and Σ is the variancecovariance matrix of predictors. In addition, we compared the accuracy of identifying the true coefficient groups among our proposed method and the competitors. We denote the groups of indexes which have same true regression coefficients by B 1 , . . . , B L ⊂ {1, . . . , p}. Also, we denote the number of distinct coefficients in {β (k) j : j ∈ B l } (l = 1, . . . , L) by N l . Finally, we define the accuracy by
The higher the value is, the more accurate variable fusion is. The simulation results are summarized in Table 1 to Table 6 . First, in almost all cases, all methods showed higher MSE and PSE in the estimation for ρ = 0.5 than those in the estimation for ρ = 0. FL shows higher values of P B in almost all cases than BFL and BFNEG. Its average accuracy is about 0.75. Both BFL and BFNEG show unstable values of P B no matter the setups, which means that they cannot provide the stability for identifying the true groups. With respect to almost all criteria, our proposed method provides much better performance than the competitors. In particular, the values of P B are close to one in all cases. This means that the true groups are identified almost perfectly by our proposed method. Furthermore, the low values of MSE and PSE show that our proposed method cannot only identify true groups but also provides proper estimates for the true regression coefficients.
Application
We applied our proposed method to a smoothing illustration for a real dataset, which is the comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) array data (Tibshirani and Wang, 2007) . The data are available from the cghFLasso package of the software R. It shows the log ratio of the genome numbers of copy between a normal cell and a cancer cell by genome order. We extracted 150 samples from the genome order 50 to 200 and set them as y. The design matrix X was set as an identity matrix. Thus, the model used in this section is y = β+ε. We compared our proposed method with FL, BFL, and BFNEG. We determined the values of hyper-parameters in our proposed method in the similar manner as Section 4.1. The values of hyper-parameters in the competitors were selected by the EBIC. Figure 2 shows the result for applying several methods to the CGH array data. The data points from about 55 to 80, 95 to 120, and 135 to 200 show that the genome copy numbers of cancer cells and normal cells are almost the same. We can see that our proposed method gives stable estimates, while the competitors seem to be overfitted. The other data points show that the genome copy numbers of cancer cells are bigger than the normal cells. Our proposed method can capture more clear differences than the competitors. 
Conclusions
In this work, we have discussed the Bayesian variable fusion method from the viewpoint of linear regression models. We have proposed the spike-andslab prior that induces variable fusion, which is based on the Dirac spike and the g-slab prior. To obtain samples from the posteriors, the Gibbs sampler has been designed by using the hierarchical Bayesian models from the spikeand-slab prior. Numerical studies have showed that our proposed method provided effective estimates and worked better than existing methods.
Our proposed method cannot perform variable selection, while the previous Bayesian methods (Kyung et al., 2010; Shimamura et al., 2019) can perform. It will be interesting to extend our proposed method to handle variable selection. We leave this topic as a future research.
The joint distribution p(y|X δ , β δ , σ 2 )p(D β β δ )p(σ 2 ) is calculated as
By defining
we can obtain p(y|X δ , β δ , σ 2 )p(D β β δ )p(σ 2 ) = 1 (2π) n/2 σ 2 (n+2)/2 1 (2π) p 1 /2 |σ 2 H 0,δ | 1/2
= 1 (2π) n/2 σ 2 (n+2)/2 1 (2π) p 1 /2 |σ 2 H 0,δ | 1/2
where s c = 1 2 (y T y + h T 0,δ H −1 0,δ h 0,δ − h T δ H −1 δ h δ ). To derive the marginal likelihood p(y|X δ ), we first integrate over β δ : p(y|X δ , σ 2 )p(σ 2 ) = p(y|X δ , β δ , σ 2 )p(D β β δ )p(σ 2 )dβ δ = (2π) 1/2 (2π) n/2 σ 2 (n+2)/2 |σ 2 H δ | 1/2 |σ 2 H 0,δ | 1/2 1 (2π) (p 1 +1)/2 |σ 2 H δ | 1/2
Next we integrate over σ 2 : p(y|X δ ) = p(y|X δ , σ 2 )p(σ 2 )dσ 2 = 1 (2π) (n−1)/2 σ 2 (n+2)/2 |H δ | 1/2 |H 0,δ | 1/2 exp − s c σ 2 dσ 2 = 1 (2π) (n−1)/2 |H δ | 1/2 |H 0,δ | 1/2 (σ 2 ) −(n+2)/2 exp − s c σ 2 dσ 2 = 1 (2π) (n−1)/2 |H δ | 1/2 |H 0,δ | 1/2 Γ(n/2) s c n/2 .
Finally we obtain the marginal likelihood (6).
A.2 Full conditional posteriors
Because the prior of δ j is the Bernoulli distribution and the prior of ω is the beta distribution, calculating their full conditional posteriors is not difficult. Here we provide derivations of the full conditional posteriors of β δ and σ 2 .
To obtain the full conditional posterior of β δ , we first focus on the joint distribution p(y|X δ , β δ , σ 2 )p(D β β δ )p(σ 2 ), which is given by p(y|X δ , β δ , σ 2 )p(D β β δ )p(σ 2 ) = 1 (2π) n/2 σ 2 (n+2)/2 1 (2π) p 1 /2 |σ 2 H 0,δ | 1/2
The terms concerned with β δ can be sorted out as
which is the kernel of the multivariate normal distribution with mean vector h δ and variance-covariance matrix σ 2 H δ . Hence the full conditional posterior of β δ is given by β δ |y, σ 2 , δ ∼ N p 1 +1 (h δ , σ 2 H δ ).
The terms concerned with σ 2 can be sorted out as
which is the kernel of the inverse Gamma distribution with shape parameter n/2 and scale parameter s c . Hence the full conditional posterior of σ 2 is given by σ 2 |y, δ ∼ IG n 2 , s c .
